D9 Engagement & Housing Placement Report

SNAPSHOT OF ENGAGEMENT & PLACEMENTS
Date Range: 4.24.23 - 4.30.23

212 14
Contact with individuals  People placed in Shelter

Dear Neighbors,

I have asked SF Homelessness & Supportive Housing (HSH), & Healthy Streets Operation Center (HSOC) to provide weekly numbers to track progress in addressing homelessness and street conditions in District 9.

We continue to work from all angles to address the homelessness crisis in our City that we know is felt so acutely in District 9. By posting these numbers we want to acknowledge City efforts and show our District the progress we are making. We know this is an ongoing issue, and we continue to work everyday to get everyone inside and into shelter or other dignified housing.

[Signature]

From the Office of San Francisco District 9 Supervisor Hillary Ronen.
Numbers provided by SF Homelessness & Supportive Housing (HSH), & Healthy Streets Operation Center (HSOC).